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In a correspondence in this issue of Retrovirology [1], 
Gonzalez et al. comment on our study published in Ret-
rovirology in September 2016 [2] where we reported no 
unifying phenotypic and genotypic traits of transmission 
in 9 HIV-1 transmission pairs suggesting a strong influ-
ence of stochastic processes. When re-analyzing enve-
lope (env) sequences of these 9 pairs, Gonzalez et al. con-
cluded that transmission in our cohort is under strong 
selection for the A55-D57-N88 motif in gp120 and is thus 
not a stochastic process.
Gonzalez et  al. touch in their correspondence on 
an interesting question that has not been conclusively 
addressed in the literature: How can we distinguish 
between virus traits that are linked with transmission and 
those that generally affect virus fitness?
Dissecting general fitness impairments and effects 
on transmission is particularly important when dealing 
with a highly conserved signature like A55-[DK]57-N88. 
Unlike in the analyses conducted earlier examining SIV, 
SHIV and HIV-1 transmitter/founder virus sequences, 
which Gonzalez et al. refer to [3, 4], in our study, the A55-
D57-N88 motif is present in the majority of transmitter 
and recipient viruses (see Figure 1, Gonzalez correspond-
ence). Considering the lack in diversity of this site in our 
cohort, it is in our opinion difficult to ascertain, and thus 
potentially misleading, to conclude that the A55-[DK]57-
N88 signature is under strong selection during trans-
mission in our cohort. Importantly, as Gonzalez et  al. 
highlight, the A55-[DK]57-N88 signature is highly con-
served in chronic HIV-1 infection, suggesting that muta-
tions in this location are associated with a strong fitness 
cost for the virus. Unfortunately, fitness effects linked 
with the AKN motif have not yet been experimentally 
tested, but we completely agree with Gonzalez et al. that 
this is the most plausible explanation. However, if a site 
needs to be conserved in chronic infection to ensure fit-
ness it is to be expected that preferentially such virus 
variants that carry the correct motif succeed in trans-
mission. Indeed, this is what Smith et al. observed when 
studying SIV transmission using challenge stocks that 
harbored a considerable fraction of virus variants that 
lacked this motif [4]. In conclusion all data available on 
the A55-[DK]57-N88 motif point to a high conserva-
tion through all disease stages suggesting an important 
function for virus fitness. The fact that this site is also 
preserved in transmission thus needs to be viewed in 
the context of the general importance of this site rather 
than a specific trait linked with transmission. Thus, gen-
eral fitness sustaining sites are expected to be important 
and required to be conserved throughout all stages of 
the infection including transmission and thus cannot not 
serve as ideal genetic traits that distinguish selection dur-
ing the transmission process from selection during other 
stages of the infection.
When criticizing our use of the term “stochastic pro-
cess”, Gonzalez et al. touch on another important issue in 
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the field, namely the lack of a unifying definition of the 
terms selection and stochastic processes. We used the 
term stochastic process to describe a process with under-
lying stochasticity to distinguish this process from a pro-
cess based on pure selection. Outside of mathematics, 
the term “stochastic” is very often used in this context. 
Gonzalez et al. define a “stochastic process” as “a random 
function” (with the implicit understanding that “random” 
means “completely random”, see below). In the strict 
mathematical sense, however, a stochastic process is a set 
of random variables, normally indexed over a set describ-
ing time. When it comes to transmission of an HIV 
strain, each viral strain that enters a new host with the 
viral inoculum has a certain probability to start infection. 
Some strains might have higher probability than others 
or even 0 probability to start host infection. Thus the cor-
rect mathematical description of which viral strain ends 
up being the founder strain of a new infection would be 
a single random variable and not a “stochastic process” 
in the strict mathematic sense. One can distinguish two 
extreme cases: (1) the transmitted viral strain is chosen 
uniformly at random from the transmitter’s viral popula-
tion, i.e. each single viral strain of the transmitter’s viral 
population has the same probability to start the infec-
tion in the recipient and (2) the choice of the transmitted 
strain happens by pure selection, i.e. only one viral strain 
will be transmitted with probability 1. In the literature a 
clear definition of what selection means is missing and 
ranges somewhere in between these two extreme cases. 
Note however, that both cases can be modelled as ran-
dom variables in a mathematically strict sense. We tend 
to a definition of selection in which viral strains having 
specific phenotypic characteristics end up being trans-
mitted in each transmission event. This means that 
the probability distribution over the state space of viral 
strains is skewed towards strains with a specific pheno-
type. We did not find evidence for this definition of selec-
tion in our cohort of 9 transmission pairs.
Our study aimed to explore phenotypic properties of 
transmitter and recipient viruses to define whether T/F 
viruses bear traits that are under selection during trans-
mission. We analyzed several phenotypic characteristics 
such as neutralization sensitivity, replication capacity, 
cell–cell versus cell-free virus transmission, IFN sensi-
tivity, and entry kinetics. We additionally investigated 
genotypic characteristics such as Env variable loop length 
and glycosylation because these features were already 
associated with variants more likely to be transmitted in 
some but not other studies. However, in discussing our 
findings we stated: “In sum, with the possible exception 
of increased sensitivity to IFNα, our study revealed no 
phenotypic feature that was linked with transmission 
strongly suggesting that transmission is to a large propor-
tion stochastic. Nevertheless, this does not rule out that 
selective determinants exist.”
Thus, in our view we carefully stated our principle find-
ings and did not over-interpret the lack of finding specific 
transmission traits. Further, in agreement with Gonza-
lez et al. we proposed that larger studies with confirmed 
transmission pairs are crucial to further explore to what 
extent transmission is governed by stochastic or selective 
forces. As we pointed out, the analyses of transmission 
remain complex as the earliest stages of transmission 
cannot be examined in  vivo and findings are therefore 
based on in  vitro phenotypic and genotypic analysis of 
the closest possible samples to transmission.
In conclusion, we thank Gonzales et al. for their stimu-
lating report on our paper. While we do not agree that 
their analyses lead to a different interpretation of our 
data than presented earlier [2], their commentary raised 
a number of interesting questions and highlights the need 
for larger phenotypic and genotypic studies to unravel 
the contribution of selective versus stochastic processes 
to HIV-1 transmission.
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